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A SCHOOL PICNIC

Picnic – the word brings joy in our heart. It makes us forget not
only our worries for few hours but also gives us recreation and change
from the monotony of our daily life. School picnic break the dullness of
a student. Picnic put the student in a right mood after Days of drawling
away on maths sums and learning geographic location in the world.
Our school also decided a picnic for the student. Diﬀerent
spots were suggested by the school staﬀ. Because student of
diﬀerent age group were going for the picnic. Safety and
entertainment was the priority of the school management. So before
sending students for the picnic school management decided to visit
the selected spot and personally check all the things to avoid any
inconvenience. After along survey “YAZOO PARK” was the best spot
th
for picnic. Bilal school organised a picnic on 19 December, 2019 for
th
girls and 24 December, 2019 for boys.
Picnic dates were declared in the school calendar. After Diwali
vacation students started asking teachers about picnic, they were
eager to know the picnic spot. When the picnic spot was declared they
became very happy. Everyone started planning. The recess time was
their planning time.
Day before the picnic a meeting was held by the Chairman
and instruction regarding the safety of the children was given.
Teachers were instructed to be in school before the students.
Everybody was asked to reach school at 6.30am and they did follow.
First aid box was prepared. Extra packed water bottle was supposed
to be carried in the bus. Snacks and cold drinks were served by the
school. Teachers were instructed to look after the children who might
have any problem in travelling and make them sit near the window

and to engage all the students in any of the enjoying activities so that
the travel get completed easily and conveniently.
Finally the picnic day arrived. Students were informed to come
at 6:30am. Majority of the students came before time. Every was
looking very excited. Actually picnic is one of the most enjoyable and
amazing event of school life for what the whole school use to remain
awaiting. Students were instructed to check all their belongings
before leaving. The chairman of the school instructed students to be
with their teachers explained them that they are going for enjoyment
by breaking rules and by not following the instruction they will not only
spoil their picnic but spoil every ones. Student promised him that they
will follow all the instruction.
After the assembly, all the students formed a line. They took
their belongings and went to sit in the bus. All the students were very
excited to show up all their planning's right away from bus. A
notiﬁcation thing was that from the starting only the students showed
an outstanding obedience.
Many of them came without breakfast to do it with their friends
in the bus together. They started feeling hungry. After taking
permission for the respective teacher they had had their breakfast.
They share their snacks with each other.
After a journey of one and half hour they reached “Yazoo
Park”. They saw the park from distance and became happy. They
packed their bag wore their shoes. Some students were sleeping
because of being awaken for the whole night in the excitement of
picnic. They woke them up.
When the bus halted in a queue they came down. Attendance
was taken and bands were given. Then they moved inside the Yazoo
Park. A room was allotted for keeping the bag and changing. After
keeping their bags they went to washroom. Then they moved to the
dining hall where they were served very delicious south Indian dishes.
After the breakfast, groups were formed. With the incharge escort the
teachers moved to the rides. Both teachers and students enjoyed all
the rides. At 1:00pm break was given for lunch and other necessities.
Then again students went back on rides.
At 3:30pm students & teachers went to water pool. They
played in the water for nearly two hours. Splashing water on each

other, swimming in the water and playing on slides and tunnel. Then
they changed their dress and came back to bus. At the time of leaving,
ice-cream was given by the park authority. We left the park reciting
Dua and with happy memorize. And reached school at 9:00pm.
Parents were present at school to receive their children. The students
were ﬁrst taken in school their attendance was taken and then they
were hand over to their parents. Both teachers and students left
school with sweet memories.
The students of Bilal School left their footprints in the
experience of the owner and managers of Yazoo Park. The manager
was surprisingly said to the Principal that many schools come here,
but we have not seen in our entire career such obedient students.
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